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THE TENSOR PRODUCTS OF
SPHERICAL NON-COMMUTATIVE
TORI WITH CUNTZ ALGEBRAS

Chun-Gil Park and Deok-Hoon Boo

ABSTRACT. The spherical non-commutative tori were defined in 
[2, 3]. Assume that no non-trivial matrix algebra can be factored out 
of the , and that the fibres are isomorphic to the tensor product of a 
completely irrational non-commutative torus with a matrix algebra 
Mjt(C). It is shown that the tensor product of the spherical non- 
commutative torus Scu with the even Cuntz algebra has a trivial 
bundle structure if and only if k and 2d — 1 are relatively prime, 
and that the tensor product of the spherical non-commutative torus 
Sa； with the generalized Cuntz algebra O* has a non-trivial bundle 
structure when k > 1.

1. Introduction
The non-commutative torus of rank I is the twisted group 

C*-algebra C*(Zz,c<;) defined by a multiplier ⑵. As is well-known 
the non-commutative torus is obtained by an iteration of Z — 1 
crossed products by actions of Z, the first action on CjS1). Since 
the non-commutative torus is the universal object for unitary 
^-representations of is realized as C*(ui, • … | UiUj =

e2”6수？//싸), where % are unitaries and 0派 are real numbers for 1 <
< Z. When the non-commutative torus of rank 7 is not simple, 

by a change of the basis the Aw can be obtained by an iteration of 
l — 2 crossed products by actions of Z, the first action on the rational
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rotation subalgebra A으으丄 = C서'(以1,以2). That is, Aw may be realized 
方 i

as the crossed product A mi Z〉〈 아4 • • • Z, where the actions on ki
the fibre M/互 (C) are trivial. In this paper, the idea of the construction 
by the crossed product can be generalized.

It was shown in [8,이 that every /^-homogeneous C*-algebra over 
S2n~1 x S1, whose restriction to has a trivial bundle struc
ture, is isomorphic to one of the following C*-subalgebras = 
G}m(S2n—1 x [0,1], Mfc(C)), m e Z, given as follows: if / e Afc,m, 
then the following condition is satisfied

/(之,1) = 印之)—-/(之,0)1八2)<

for all z e S2n-1? where U{z) e PU(k) = Inn(Mfc((C)) is a suitable 
unitary.

And each of the most important fc-homogeneous C*-algebras over 
S2n x T2, whose restrictions to S2n x T1 are isomorphic to the tensor 
products of homogeneous C*-algebras over S2n with C0S1), is isomor
phic to one of the following (7*-subalgebras A gw = ( (아어 U
e킈2)xyi x [o, 니, M人(C)), mo,mi e Z, given as follows: if f E Ag흐u, 
then the following condition is satisfied

(/I 草 IIe-) +(2)= [『⑵ "m0(/leme-)-⑵R#"0,

for all z x w € S2—1 x T1, where U(z),U(w) e PU(k) = Inn(Mfc(C)) 
are suitable unitaries. Here e2^ (resp. e킈1) denotes the 2n-dimen- 
sional northern hemisphere (resp. the 2n-dimensional southern hemi
sphere) .

In [10], the author proved that for a fe-homogeneous (7*-algebra 
A으의블2브. (resp. A/c,m) over S2n x T2 (resp. S2n-1 x S1), given as 
above, of which no non-trivial matrix algebra can be factored out,
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[1』4 .] e K0(A mg ,mi .) Osp. [Ufc,m] e Ko(刀fc,m)) is primitive.
k k ，

And it was shown that the tensor product of the ?4.으의스끄丄 or the m 
k ’

with a UHF-algebra Mp* of type p°° has a trivial bundle structure 
if and only if the set of prime factors of is a subset of the set of 
prime factors of p. Let Od be the Cuntz algebra, O* the generalized 
Cuntz algebra. Then the tensor product of the _Ag끄으l or the』4k：,m 
with C)2d has a trivial bundle structure if and only if k and 2d — 1 are 
relatively prime, and the tensor product of the Agw or the』4j【c,m 
with Oqq has a non-trivial bundle structure if fc > 1.

Let』4/c,m be a fc-homogeneous C*-algebra over S2n”1 x S1, given 
as above, of which no non-trivial matrix algebra can be factored out. 
Consider the crossed product obtained by an iteration of Z — 1 
crossed products by actions of Z, the first action on the where 
the C(S1) = C*(t6i) in the crossed product representing the non- 
commutative torus Aw of rank I is canonically replaced by the A/c,m, 
and the actions of Z on the fibre M)(C) and C(S2n~1) are trivial.

And let으☆끄l be a fc-homogeneous C*-algebra over S2n x T2, 
k

given, as above, of which no non-trivial matrix algebra can be fac
tored out. Consider the crossed product S⑴ obtained by an iteration 
of Z — 2 crossed products by actions of Z, the first action on the

으으쓰끄丄 , where the rational rotation subalgebra A^i — (7*(以1, 以2)in
the crossed product representing the non-commutative torus of
rank I is canonically replaced by the A 흐흐늘으으！. , and the actions of Z on 
the fibre Mfc(C) and C(S2n) are trivial.

The crossed products S⑵ with PrinXSo；) = Sn play an important 
role to compute the homotopy groups of the automorphism groups 
of the tensor products of completely irrational non-commutative tori 
with matrix algebras.

We have obtained in [2,3] that the tensor product of the S⑵ (with 
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fibres Ap ® M)(C) for Ap a simple non-commutative torus and k a 
positive integer (k > 1)) with a L『HF-algebra Mp=> of type p°° is 
isomorphic to C(Prim(S⑵)) ®® M)(C) ® Mp* if and only if the 
set of prime factors of fc is a subset of the set of prime factors of p.

We are going to show that the tensor product of the spherical non- 
commutative torus with O^d has a trivial bundle structure if and 
only if k and 2d—l are relatively prime, and that the tensor product 
of the crossed product S山 with has always a non-trivial bundle 
structure if A: > 1.

2. The tensor products of spherical non-commutative tori 
with Cuntz algebras

As is well-known every fc-homogeneous C*-algebra over S2n-1 x 
S1 is isomorphic to a C*-algebra A whose restriction to S2n-1 >
日2n-i x S1 is a fc-homogeneous C*-algebra over S2n-1, and which 
corresponds to a ^-homogeneous C*-algebra over S2n with respect to 
the conditions on sections (over the boundaries of S2n-1 x [0,1] 
and e꾸 lie씌).

But for a Zc-homogeneous C*-algebra A over S271"1, there is a ma
trix algebra MP(C) such that A ® MP(C) has a trivial bundle struc
ture. So for a fc-homogeneous C서'-algebra A over S2n-1 x S1 there 
are a fc-homogeneous (7*-algebra Ak^m over S2n-1 x S1 and a matrix 
algebra A/^(C) such that A ® MP(C) is isomorphic to ® MP(C), 
where ?U,m is a fc-homogeneous C*-algebra over S2n-1 x S1 whose 
restriction to S2n—1 has a trivial bundle structure.

Let Ak,m be a fe-homogeneous C*-algebra over S2n-"1 x S1 whose 
restriction to』S2n—1 > S2n—1 x S1 has a trivial bundle structure. Con
sider the crossed product S⑴ obtained by an iteration of Z — 1 crossed 
products by actions of Z, the first action on the fc-homogeneous C*- 
algebra』4fc,m over 52n-1 x S1, where the first C^S1) = C*(m) in the 
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crossed product representing the non-commutative torus of rank 
I is canonically replaced by the ^-homogeneous C*-algebra ?4c,m over 
日2n—i x 日i, 누 e , the crossed product given by replacing the Cr(51) = 
C* (以i) in the crossed product representing the non-commutative torus 
Aa； by the Ak^m is obtained by an iteration of Z — 1 ordinary crossed 
products by actions of Z, the first action on the Here the actions 
of Z on the fibre M)((C) and C(52n-1) are trivial.

Definition 2.1. The crossed product, constructed as above, ob
tained by an iteration of Z — 1 ordinary crossed products by actions 
of Z, the first action on the fc-homogeneous C*-algebra A/c,m, is said 
to be an (odd) spherical non-commutative torus of rank l + 1, and 
denoted by

For a fc-homogeneous C*-algebra >l/c,m over S2n-1 x S1, of which 
no non-trivial matrix algebra can be factored out, and whose restric
tion to S2n—1 has a trivial bundle structure, one can think of the fibre 
Ma)(C) as the fibre of the C*-algebra given by the crossed product 
by a free action of Z/(fcZ) on the restriction C(Sr) = C*(ui) of the 
non-commutative torus • • •，以/) to S1. So the cyclic group
Z/(A:Z) acts freely on the non-commutative torus (7*(以1, 以2? • … /i이), 

and the Mackey machine for a crossed product says that the crossed 
product of the cyclic group Z/(fcZ) on • • - Wi) is isomor
phic to M/c(C) ® C*(u,,U2, • • •，이'i. But (7*(쎠,以2, • • • 이) is a non- 
commutative torus, which is isomorphic to the C*-algebra of sections 
of a locally trivial C*-algebra bundle over Prim((7*(?g,U2, • • • ,?』z)) 
with fibres isomorphic to Ap ® M)2 (C) for Ap a simple non-commu
tative torus and k；2 a positive integer. Hence the (odd) spherical non- 
commutative torus S⑵ of rank Z + 1 is isomorphic to the C*-algebra 
of sections of a locally trivial C*-algebra bundle over Prim(Stu) = 
匕2n—i x prim((7*(tg,?z2, - • • ,w)) with fibres Ap (g) M/gjC).
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Let Am0,mi be a fe-homogeneous C*-algebra over S2n x T2 whose 
k

restrictions to S2n x T1 are isomorphic to the tensor products of k- 
homogeneous C*-algebras over S2n with C(T1), and whose restriction 
to T2 is isomorphic to the tensor product of a rational rotation alge
bra Am1 with M_k_ (C). One can canonically replace the.끄으고 in the 

수!. 스! 스1
crossed product representing the non-commutative torus of rank
I by the Zc-homogeneous (7*-algebra A끄wu, i.e., the crossed prod- 

ki
uct given by replacing the A 으브. in the crossed product representing 

ki
the non-commutative torus A⑵ by the _A=으으고 is obtained by an it- 

k

eration of I ~ 2 ordinary crossed products by actions of Z, the first 
action on the 丄4흐흐h끄으i, where the actions of Z on the fibre MgC) and k
C(S2n) are trivial. Consider the crossed product S⑴ obtained by an 
iteration of Z — 2 crossed products by actions of Z, the first action 
on the fc-homogeneous (7*-algebra >1= over S2n x T2, where the 

k

first Am. in the crossed product representing the non-commutative ki
torus of rank I is canonically replaced by the fc-homogeneous (7*- 
algebra over S2n x T2, whose restriction to T2 is isomorphic

k

to Amr ® M쓰(C), i.e., the crossed product given by replacing the fcl k 丄
A 끄으x in the crossed product representing the non-commutative torus 

즈 i
by the _A=오브. is obtained by an iteration of Z —2 ordinary crossed 

k

products by actions of Z, the first action on the 丄4으=, where the 
k

actions of Z on the fibre M^(C) and C(S2n) are trivial.

Definition 2.2. The crossed product, constructed as above, ob
tained by an iteration of Z — 2 ordinary crossed products by actions of 
Z, the first action on the fc-homogeneous C*-algebra A：!=, is said 

k

to be an (even) spherical non-commutative torus of rank l + 1, and 
denoted by S⑵.

The spherical non-commutative tori S⑵ with PrinXSo；) = Sn play 
an important role to compute the homotopy groups of the automor
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phism groups of the tensor products of completely irrational non- 
commutative tori with matrix algebras.

As is well-known the non-commutative torus is isomorphic to the 
C*-algebra of sections of a locally trivial C*-algebra bundle over 
Prim(C*(M, 오, … Wi)) with fibres Ap ® Mk2(C) for Ap a simple 
non-commutative torus and a positive integer. Hence the even 
spherical non-commutative torus S⑵ is isomorphic to the C*-algebra 
of sections of a locally trivial (7*-algebra bundle over Prim(Sa;) = 
S2n x Prim(C*(?zi, ?Z2, … ,W)) with fibres Ap ® M^^C).

In this paper, we assume that every fc-homogeneous C*-algebras 
over S2n x T2 is a C*-algebra whose restrictions to S2n x T1 k

are isomorphic to the tensor products of fc-homogeneous C*-algebras 
over S2n with C(T1), and of which no non-trivial matrix algebra can 
be factored out, and that every ^-homogeneous C*-algebras over 
日2n—i x 51 is a (7*-algebra whose restriction to S2n-1 has a trivial 
bundle structure, and of which no non-trivial matrix algebra can be 
factored out.

Theorem 2.3. ([2, 3]) Let S⑵ be a spherical non-commutative 
torus of rank l + 1. Then 으 시(§⑵) 은 Z2\ And the class

[1§J e 互0(§오) is primitive.

Proof. Assume that is an even spherical non-commutative torus 
of rank l + 1. The proof is by induction on I. For Z = 2, it was 
shown in [10] that AoG4흐으늘으브.) 은 Z4, KijAz끄쓰꼬丄) 은 Z4, and the class 
[lArno，mi ] of the unit 1刀끼0 mi is a primitive element of 7CoQ4=)- fc —이주 k

So assume that the result is true for all even spherical non-commu
tative tori of rank I = i — 1. Write 亂 =(7*(亂_1,?싸), where 亂 = 

(7*(_/쇼끄으끄1,以2,...,%). Then the inductive hypothesis applies to 
Si-i. Also, we can think of 亂 as the crossed product of S^-i by an ac
tion a of Z, where the generator of Z corresponds to Ui, which acts on
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C*（ui,U2, - - - 1） by conjugation （sending Uj to UiUjU；1 = XjUj,
Aj = exp（27「》Q死））. Note that this action is homotopic to the trivial 
action, since we can homotope the 0故 to 0. Hence Z acts trivially on 
the K-theory of 亂_1. The Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence for a 
crossed product gives

水o（亂-1） 丄으己 조0（亂—1） 오 쪼0（亂） _ 쪼1（亂—1） 丄으己 쪼1（亂—1）

and similarly for 2Ci, where the map $ is induced by inclusion. Since 
ct* = 1 and since the JC-groups of S^-i are free abelian, this reduces 
a split short exact sequence

{0} —> Ko（Si-i） 으 Ko （Si） --> Ki（Si-i） --> {0}

and similarly for So Ko（Si） and Ki（SJ are free abelian of rank 
2 • 2Z—1 = 2\ Furthermore, since the inclusion S》_i —> 亂 sends 1§._1 
to 1亂, [1§.] is the image of [1亂_丄], which is primitive in 사（亂一1） by 
inductive hypothesis. Hence the image is primitive, since the Pimsner- 
Voiculescu exact sequence is a split short exact sequence of torsion-free 
groups.

Therefore, Kq^^） 은 2으1（§凶） 은 Z2\ And the class [1§己 E 7【0（亂） 

is primitive.
Similarly, one can obtain that for an odd spherical non-commu- 

tative torus of rank l + 1 20）（§凶） 은 사渴⑴） 은 乞애 • And the class 

[1§J € K0（Scu） is primitive. □

We have obtained that the class [1§J e Ko（SaJ is primitive. This 
result is very useful to investigate the bundle structure of the tensor 
products of spherical non-commutative tori with UHF-algebras and 
Cuntz algebras.

The following is useful.
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Theorem 2.4. ([6]) Suppose there exists an intertwining of the 
sequence of C*-algebra homomorphisms A± — 刀么 —스 • • • and B± — 
B2 . Then the inductive limit C*-algebras lim Ai and limB으 are 
isomorphic.

THEOREM 2.5. ([2,3]) Let So； be a spherical non-commutative tor
us of rank l + 1 with fibres isomorphic to Ap ® Mfc(C) for Ap a simple 
non-commutative torus and k a positive integer. Let Mp* be a UHF- 
algebra of type p°°. Then S⑴ ® Mp。。is isomorphic to C(Prim(SCl；)) ® 
Ap ® Mk(C) ® Mpoo if and only if the set of prime factors of k is a 
subset of the set of prime factors of p.

Proof. Assume the set of prime factors of fc is a subset of the 
set of prime factors of p. To show that S山 ® Mp* is isomorphic to 
Cr(Prim(Su;))®24p®M/c(C)® A/poo, it is enough to show that 
is isomorphic to C (g) M：。。where C := (7(Prim(S⑴)) ® Ap. But there 
exist the canonical C*-algebra homomorphisms:

Sq； c―> C ® (C)c―> ® Mk (C) c―> C ® Mk；2 (C)c―> • • • .

The inductive limit of the odd terms

• • • —> S⑵ ® Af入己 (C) —> S⑵ ® A/스a十 1 (C) —> ‘ • •

is ® M；oc, and the inductive limit of the even terms

C(Prim(S⑴))®』4p®Mfcd(C) —> (7(?】±11(§凶)) ®十i(C) •

is C(Prim(Scu) ® Ap ® M—. Thus by Theorem 2.4, ® M— is
isomorphic to C(Prim(Sa；)) ® Ap® Mk*.

Conversely, assume 亂(8〉Mp* is isomorphic to C(Prim(S오))® Ap® 
Mk(C)0Mpoo. Then the unit 1g아 ® 1mpoo maps to the unit 1c®1mpoo ® 
Ik, where Ik denotes the k x k identity matrix. So

[1어 ® 1mp*] = [1c ® 1mp。。® Ik]-
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And [1亂 ® 1mp。。] = [1§J ® [1mp。。] and [lc ® 1mp。。® h] = h([lc] ® 
[1mp*]). But 2Co(S(u ® Mpoo) 으 g](7C0(亂)) and 2C0(仁 ® Mp= ® 
Mk(C)) 으 씨,](2C()(C)). Let g be a prime factor of k such that q { 
p. Then [1mpcxJ 羊 g[p(x〉] for Poo a projection in Mp* under the 
assumption that the unit 1g오 ® 1mpoo maps to the unit lc® 1mp(= ®Ik, 
and so there is a projection p± e such that [1§J = g[pi]. This 
contradicts Theorem 2.3. Thus the set of prime factors of fc is a 
subset of the set of prime factors of p.

Therefore, S⑵ ® Afp。。is isomorphic to C(Prim(Sa;)) ® ® Mk (C) ® 
Mp= if and only if the set of prime factors of A; is a subset of the set 
of prime factors of p. □

We have obtained that S⑵ ® Mp* has a trivial bundle structure if 
and only if the set of prime factors of fc is a subset of the set of prime 
factors of p.

Let us study the tensor products of odd spherical non-commutative 
tori S⑴ with Cuntz algebras.

The Cuntz algebra 0^,2 < d < oo, is the universal C*-algebra 
generated by d isometries si,...,s心 i.e., s^Sj = 1 for all j, with 
the relation sis^ + • • • + w昌; = 亡 J. Cuntz proved in [4, 5] that 
Od is simple and the K-theory of Od is 2(『o«)cZ)= '찌{d — 1)Z and 
Ki(Od) = 0. He proved that Kq{Oo) is generated by the class of the 
unit.

Proposition 2.6. Let be a spherical non-commutative torus 
of rank l+l with fibres isomorphic to Mfc(C) ® Ap for Ap a simple 
non-commutative torus and k a positive integer (k > 1). Let d be a 
positive integer such that k and d-~ 1 are not relatively prime. Then 
Od ® S山 is not isomorphic to Od ® (7(?]±11(§凶)) ® Ap® M/c(C).

Proof. Let p be a prime such that p | k and p \ d — 1. Suppose 
that Od ® S⑵ is isomorphic to Od ® C(Prim(Sa;)) ® Ap ® M)(C).
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Let C := C(Prim(S⑵)) ® Ap. Then the unit 10&亂 maps to the 
unit lod0C ® Ik- So there is a projection p± in Od ® such that

= 臥P1K But [lod=J = and [io』is a generator
of K^Od) 으 Z/(d — 1)Z (see [5]). But p | d — 1. [lOd] 羊 HpJ for 
p후 a projection in Od- So [1§J = p[pf] for a projection pf € This 
contradicts Theorem 2.3. Hence k and d — 1 are relatively prime.

Therefore, Od ® is not isomorphic to Oj ® C(Prim(S⑵))(8)® 
Mfc(C) if k and d — 1 are not relatively prime. □

More generally, it follows from a theorem of R0rdam that k and 
d — 1 are relatively prime if and only if Od ® is isomorphic to 
Od ® C(Prim(Su;)) ® Ap® Mk(C).

The following result is useful to understand the bundle structure 
of So； ® Od-

Proposition 2.7. ([11]) Let A and B be unital simple inductive 
limits of even Cuntz algebras. If a : Ko (A) —> Ko(B) is an isomor
phism of abelian groups satisfying 伏([1八|) = [1b], then there is an 
isomorphism 0 : A — B which induces a.

Corollary 2.8.

(1) Let p be an odd integer such that c and 2d — 1 are relatively 
prime. Then Om is isomorphic to O(M--i)p十i ® Mp《=. That 
is, C)2d is isomorphic to C)2d ® Mp*.

(2) C)2d is isomorphic to C)2d ® M(m)。。-

Theorem 2.9. Let be a spherical non-commutative torus given 
as above. Then C)m ® 亂 is isomorphic to C?m ® Cr(Prim(Scu)) ® Ap® 
M/c(C) if and only if k and 2d — 1 are relatively prime.

Proof. Assume that k and 2d — 1 are relatively prime. Let k = p2c 
for some odd integer p. Then p and 2d — 1 are relatively prime.
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Then, by Corollary 2.8, is isomorphic to ® Mp*, and O^d is 
isomorphic to 2d)00 으 C?2d®^(2(i)00 ® A/(2C)°° 스 ’

So《)2d is isomorphic to O^d ® Mp* ® M(2c)oo 스 Om ® M：*. Thus 
by Theorem 2.5, O^d ® is isomorphic to O^d ® M；。。® S⑵, which 
in turn is isomorphic to Om ® Mk* ® C(Prim(Su,)) ® Ap® M/c(C). 
Thus《)2d ® S(v is isomorphic to O^d ® C(Prim(Sa；)) ® Ap® M)((C).

The converse is proved in Proposition 2.6.
Therefore, Om ® 冬⑴ is isomorphic to O^d ® (7(?】±11(§凶)) ® Ap ® 

Mk(C} if and only if k and 2d — 1 are relatively prime. □

In [5], the author computed the K-theory of the generalized Cuntz 
algebra 0=, generated by a sequence of isometries with mutually 
orthogonal ranges, Ao(Ooo) = 乞 and A?i(Ooo) = 0. He proved that 
Ko((9oo) is generated by the class of the unit.

Proposition 2.10. Let be the spherical non-commutative tor
us given as above. 0* ® is not isomorphic to ® C(Prim(Su；)) ®
Ap®Mk{C).

Proof. Suppose OqoOSu； is isomorphic to <9Oo®C，(Prim(Sa;))®24p® 
M(C). Thenlo。』어 maps to leu^^Prim(이))By the same 
trick as in the proof of Proposition 2.6, one can show that [lcGos。』= 

k\pi] for a projection pi € O。。® [lo*(g)sj = [l<r〉。。] ® [1§J and 
[l<p。。] is a primitive element of 2<o((幼00) 은 Z (see [5]). So [1§J = k\pf] 
for a projection 7/ € This contradicts Theorem 2.3.

Therefore, OooOSo, is not isomorphic to Oqq ® C® ®
W(C). □
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